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Abstract

Performance of structural change could be mentioned as one of the most important factors for economic growth. This is indicated by theoretical and empirical evidence. The performance of structural change, although, is not dependent only on intention, but on the readiness also. The regional policy both at national and local levels could be an indicator for evaluation of such readiness for providing structural change. This due to the following reasons: (1) regional policy can provide inclusion and evaluation of wide range of resources necessary for structural change; (2) regional policy can alter the course of structural change and (3) regional policy can modify spontaneous structural change into the policy-driven structural change. Latvia experienced very wide amplitude of GDP’s variations during the relatively short period of time. On the other hand, Latvia presents high regional differentiation and sectoral composition of the economy is among main reasons for such situation. The overall sureness of the European Union indicates on necessity to reach stability of the economic growth through the development of tradable goods’ sectors. This, in turn, means that Latvia should be able provide changes in the sectoral composition of economy. How far Latvia is ready for this process? The answer on the question could be found in the evaluation of the regional development policies. The article explain how the regional policy can indicate on readiness for structural change in economy as well as highlights aspects where regional policy can be useful.
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1. Introduction

Author considers regional policy as a factor of readiness for structural change in economy. The logic of research is based on the supposition of the author that regional policy could well stimulate, alter and modify structural change in economy. The overall sureness that structural change in economy is an important factor for economic growth (see, for example, Memedovic, Iapadre, 2010), in turn, regional policy is a factor providing efficiency and equality (see, for example, Gang, 2012) seems to be adequate explanation of topicality of the article.

High regional inequality is recognized as factor with negative consequences for development, therefore the issue on regional policy become important and is widely explained by different theoretical and practical approaches (see, for example, Gang, 2012). The understanding of necessity of regional policy, in most cases, is based on theories of convergence and divergence, trade theories etc. and all approaches consider how it is possible to reach more effective reallocation of resources through the regional policy (see, for example, Gang, 2012). The opposite viewpoint, although, indicate that reallocation of resources can be provided in favour to regions with better potential and not with bigger problems. The empirical research results, however, presents positive experience and indicate on successful catching-up examples, but with limited evidence that this occurred due to the regional policy (e.g., the example of the European Union’s regional policy) (see, for example, Shankar, Shan, 2009). In any case the regional development policy has capacity to stimulate the convergence especially in cases when economic agents are careful and not interested due to high financial risks and low returns.

On the other hand, the continuous technological progress and raising competition level makes the structural change a significant factor, which influences the competitiveness of regional economies and regional policy has to support these processes through the long-term strategic activities towards sectoral composition of economy with new qualitative peculiarities by stimulating collaboration among economic agents. Thus, the need of economic integration through the cohesion policy (reducing structural differences of economy at regional level taking into account structural problems) is one of the main reasons for regional policy and structural change (see, for example, CSIL, Joanneum Research, Technopolis Group, Nordregio, KITE 2010).

The article considers the aspects which may to be explained and developed within regional development policies and could indicate on relative readiness of an economic agent (e.g. country, region) for structural change in economy.

The article is organized as follows: section 2 explains the logic of research and offers discussion; section 3 contains conclusion and characteristics of the case of Latvia.
2. The Logic of Research and Discussion

The section 2 presents author’s intuition and logic of research. Author presents 3 issues where regional development policy could be in a fore of process of structural change in economy: (1) evaluation of resources in context of long-term perspective, (2) altering the course in accordance with resource evaluation, (3) managing and stimulating of activities towards long-term strategic aims.

2.1 Regional Policy Can Provide Inclusion and Evaluation of Wide Range of Resources Necessary for Structural Change in Economy

Preconditions for regional competitiveness depend on many factors and the main of them can be organized in the following groups: human resources, financial capital, and innovative potential (see Figure 1). The above mentioned resources are crucial in possible processes of reallocation and combination through the regional development programmes.

Figure 1. Distribution of resources among sectors of economic activity


The interests of economic agents can provide differences in perception of sectors of economic activity among economic agents and relative separation of them on two groups as sectors of ‘wellbeing’ concept1 and sectors ‘desirable’ for structural change2 (see Figure 1) 3.

Possible mismatch among sectors of ‘wellbeing’ concept and sectors ‘desirable’ for structural change highlights the importance of regional policy in evaluation and distribution of resources, because differences in perception among these sectors can hinder development of smart specialization through effective reallocation of limited resources. Such separation occurs due to relatively fast returns and high possibilities to reach desirable wellbeing both for entrepreneurs and employees within sectors of ‘wellbeing’ concept and results in more active resource flows directed to these sectors. This, although, could be characterized as short-term perspective. In turn, sectors of ‘desirable’ structural change are tended towards long-term period and can be characterized by higher financial risks and longer time needed for returns what in most cases hinder the resource reallocation in favour to these sectors.

In other words, regional development policy is one of the main tools for reaching ‘desirable’ structural change in economy through stimulating of interest among economic agents (for example, entrepreneurs and labour force) to direct activities towards sectors ‘desirable’ for structural change, for example, by implementation of development programmes.

1 Sectors of ‘wellbeing’ concept can be characterized as more attractive for labour force, entrepreneurs and capital flows due to positive returns in relatively short period of time and possibilities of career growth
2 Sectors ‘desirable’ for structural change are required by the modern trends in global economy, and are actively put into the development strategies
3 Development of such approach is based on author’s intuition and understanding of labour market’s dualism (Doeringer, 1971; Hudson, 2007) and necessity of smart specialization through the reallocation of resources towards more innovative activities (the strategy “Europe 2020”)(European Commission, 2010). Author mentions this issue in the works Šipilova (2014a; 2014b) also. The theme is developed concerning the linkage among choice of education by potential workforce and changes in sectoral composition of economy.
2.2 Regional Policy Can Alter the Course of Structural Change in Economy

Structural change in its sense means developing of smart specialization. In turn, smart specialization is considered as a tool for easy moving into the knowledge economy (Rusu 2013; Baier, Kroll, Zenker 2013) what means ‘desirable’ structural change also. The process of reallocation of resources necessary for development of smart specialization through the ‘desirable’ structural change can be hindered by persistent and historically well-founded resource flows. In general, the sectors of ‘wellbeing’ concept can be considered as sectors of regional specialization. The current statement of sectoral composition of economy is related to the historical processes of economic development, specialization developed by the local economy and resources (human resources and financial capital) have been attracted and reallocated (see Figure 2).

Altering of the processes of structural change is necessary to avoid regressive structural change and achieve effective reallocation of resources. Moreover, supporting and altering of regional structural change should take into account several opposing aspects which should be managed:

1. concentration towards specialization for saving and developing sectors of ‘wellbeing’ concept,
2. reallocation and concentration of resources for achieving ‘desirable’ structural change,
3. trying to go out of ‘historical’ direction of development towards challenges of the modern economy,
4. identifying innovative potential both among sectors of regional specialization as well as among sectors necessary for progressive structural change in sectoral composition of economy.

Figure 2. Input-output of the process of structural change altered by regional development policy

Source: elaborated by author based on CSIL, Joanneum Research, Technopolis Group, Nordregio, KITE, 2010; Janger et al., 2011; Rusu, 2013; Baier, Kroll, Zenker, 2013

Regional policy, also, can reach changes in understanding of sectors of ‘wellbeing’ concept and sectors ‘desirable’ for structural change through the stimulation of progressive structural change in economy (e.g. towards gradual but persistent increase of share of high-technology manufacturing or knowledge-intensive services through the regional development programmes). Activities for supporting structural change, although, should not discriminate sectors of specialization as well as sectors which historically had success and provided regional identity. Therefore regional development policy could be an important tool for balancing the historical success and movement towards modern trends.

2.3 Regional Policy Can Modify Spontaneous Structural Change into the Policy-Driven Structural Change

Technological progress is one of the main factors which stimulate structural disproportions in the sectoral composition of economy because of several tendencies: (1) cyclical development of sectors of economic activity, (2) changing of accents in the processes of economic growth, (3) changing of priorities in the financial and non-financial investments, (4) changing of preferences of labour market and labour force.

Therefore, the main issue asks economic agents to make a choice among two possibilities – to emulate or to innovate (see Figure 3).

The lack of resources necessary for being able to follow the technological progress can provide situation when
economic agents direct their activities towards sectors with relative fast returns and thus stimulating the spontaneous structural change away from high-technology sector. Such spontaneous behaviour of economic agents (the structural change in sectoral composition of economy) could be modified by the regional development policy. Now local economies are welcomed to coordinate concentration towards specialization, locally well identified priorities and diversification of a regional sectoral composition of economy (European Commission 2010; CSIL, Joanneum Research, Technopolis Group, Nordregio, KITE 2010). The success can be dependent on local economy's ability to emulate and/or realize its innovative potential through the priority investments.

Figure 3. Components of regional development policy for managing structural change in economy

Source: elaborated by author based on CSIL, Joanneum Research, Technopolis Group, Nordregio, KITE, 2010; Janger et al., 2011, Reinerts, 2012; Rusu, 2013; Baier, Kroll, Zenker, 2013

Moreover, the spontaneous structural change (as degradation of significance of certain sectors of economy or relatively low possibilities to develop high-technology and knowledge-intensive sectors due to lack of resources) can be modified into the policy-driven by setting and supporting of correct priorities and applying of correct tools as emulation and/or development of innovation through setting correct priority investments.

3. Conclusion and Insight into Latvia's Readiness for Structural Change from the Viewpoint of Regional Policies

Author offers to consider regional development policy as a factor of readiness for structural change in economy, what is especially topical during the convergence processes. The article is designed in the framework of possible interaction between regional policy and structural change in economy. Author considers 3 issues of regional policy, as evaluation, altering and managing. The main questions should be asked by applying the regional policies in the process of structural change in economy as follows: (1) possible mismatch among sectors of ‘wellbeing’ concept and sectors ‘desirable’ for structural change, (2) choice between possibilities to emulate or to innovate, (3) balancing between the historical success and movement towards modern trends. Author concludes that regional policy could be an important tool in the processes of structural change in economy. Regional policy can be crucial in the processes of stimulating, providing and managing the ‘desirable’ structural change by:

(1) Improving preconditions of economic environment towards supporting those sectors of economy which are ‘desirable’ for structural change based on detailed evaluation of resources and thus identifying innovative potential,

(2) Altering the course of structural change towards requirements of modern economy through changing an understanding of sectors of ‘wellbeing’ concept and sectors ‘desirable’ for structural change by supporting innovative potential of economic sectors; but at the same time by saving regional specialization and regional identity,

(3) Modifying of spontaneous structural change into the policy-driven structural change through supporting of processes of emulation and/or realizing of innovative potential by working towards attraction of priority investments.
Purple colour indicates on the 1st aspect: regional policy can provide inclusion and evaluation of wide range of resources necessary for structural change in economy; green colour indicates the 2nd aspect: regional policy can alter the course of structural change in economy; grey colour indicates the 3rd aspect: regional policy can modify spontaneous structural change into the policy-driven structural change.

**Figure 4.** The logic of interaction between regional development policy and structural change in economy

![Diagram depicting the interaction between regional development policy and structural change in economy.](source)

Inclusion and implementation of all three aspects within regional policy can indicate readiness of economic agents to provide structural change because of clearly identified priorities, detailed evaluated resources and rationally understood obstacles for achieving the aims as well as due to correctly applied tools for effective realizing the potential (see Figure 4).

**Source:** elaborated by author based on data (Figure 1, 2, 3) Doeringer, 1971; Hudson, 2007; European Commission, 2010; CSIL, Joanneum Research, Technopolis Group, Nordregio, KITE, 2010; Janger et al., 2011; Reinerts, 2012; Rusu, 2013; Baier, Kroll, Zenker, 2013; Šipilova, 2014a; Šipilova, 2014b

4. Latvia’s Readiness for Structural Change from the Viewpoint of Regional Policies

Theoretical and empirical research findings as well as the overall sureness of the European Union indicate on necessity to reach stability of the economic growth and thus convergence also through the development of tradable goods’ sectors and innovative activities (see, for example, European Commission, 2010). This, in turn, means that Latvia should be able provide changes in the sectoral composition of economy towards high-technology and knowledge-intensive sectors of economy due to the following reasons:

1. Latvia experienced very wide amplitude of GDP’s variations during the relatively short period of time,
2. Sectoral composition of economy in Latvia demonstrates dominance of non-tradable sector, especially of those sectors which are oriented on domestic market and have relatively low productivity level comparing with manufacturing,
3. Latvia presents high regional differentiation and sectoral composition of the economy is among main reasons for polarization among capital city region and other regions,
4. In most cases regions specializes in low-technology and labour intensive sectors, as agriculture or services oriented on domestic market.
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How far Latvia is ready for the ‘desirable’ structural change in economy? The answer on the question could be found in the evaluation of the regional development policies in the framework of the logic of this article.

Latvia, despite some unfavourable tendencies in sectoral composition of economy, gradually moves towards development of innovative foundations in economic growth through the structural change in the sectoral composition of economy what is indicated both by data on employment and value added (see, for example, Šipilova, 2013; Šipilova 2014c). Although, this process could be more successful in case if regional development policies include all three aspects mentioned above.

At this moment, regional development policies in Latvia (Latvijas Republikas Saeima, 2010; Latgales plānošanas regions, 2010; Kurzemes plānošanas regions, 2004; Rīgas plānošanas regions, 2008; Vidzemes plānošanas regions, 2007; Zemgaļas plānošanas regions, 2008) do not provide the answer on the following questions:

(1) How to stimulate changes in perception of sectors of ‘wellbeing’ concept and sectors ‘desirable’ for structural change and decrease mismatch among these sectors?

(2) Whether all regions in Latvia and country as a whole should understand the ‘desirable’ structural change in the same or different manner taking into account historical development of economy and specialization?

Latvia from the viewpoint of Latvia and country as a whole is coming closer to be ready for ‘desirable’ structural change in the sectoral composition of economy, but detailed evaluation, definition and inclusion into regional policies of sectors of ‘wellbeing’ concept and sectors ‘desirable’ for structural change is needed as well as the evaluation of possibilities to emulate or to innovate should be provided.
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